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Tradition and Innovation – Since 1858, visionary thinking and a 
fascination with technology have guided us to develop innovative products of 
outstanding reliability: Anticipating trends to improve the quality of life.
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8722
Ophthalmic Instrument
Delivery System

Stylish Match for 520 and 522 Reliance Examination Chairs 
The 8722 delivers on style, ergonomics, and stability, and fits nearly any budget.  

Plus, its unique sliding tabletop design enhances efficiency.

Tabletop Slides for a Smooth-Flowing exam
Sliding surface seamlessly transitions patient from one instrument to another.

Converts to writing space without a second instrument.

Dual-pivot arm accommodates patients of any size without changing 

the center line.

Safety switch plate automatically stops elevation of the chair when 

touched by a patient’s legs.

Fixed tabletop height of 35.5’’ from the floor.  Accommodated left-handed 

exam rooms (indicate when ordering).

Long-Lasting Membrane Switches Control Chair Functions
With ultra-resilient touch switches that last for millions of cycled, the console controls the raising and lowering of the chair, overhead lamp 

and binding posts.  Compatible with Reliance 520 and 522 exam chairs.

Upper Refractor Arm
The 8722 is equipped with an upper refractor arm as standard.  With a vertical travel of 10’’, it accommodates instruments up to 20 pounds.

Rechargeable Instrument Wells
The 8722 features three rechargeable instrument wells for most hand instruments. Indicator lights disply charge level.

Energy-Efficient Overhead Lamp
An overhead lamp with a long-lasting halogen bulb provides bright, direct light at low voltages for safety.  

Certified for Safety and Durability
The 8722 instrument delivery system has passed extensive and rigorous testing.  It has been tested and certified to the International Electrical 

Standard (IEC 60601-1) for general safety standards and UL certified to IEC 60601-1-2 for EMC by an internationally recognized testing agency.  

Made in America.

Dimensions and Specifications
Base: 22’’ x 24’’.  Shipping weight: 446 pounds.  Electircal: 120v 50/60hz, 10 amps.  Note: Optional 230v available.  Table size: 16 1/8’’ x 33½’’.  Table 

travel: 14 3/16’’.
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